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Model Flooding from Pipes
Method

Question: What will Boston’s strongest storms look like in 2050?

• Simulate Nor’easters by embedding a high-resolution numerical model of New-England 
weather (WRF) into a global model of the future climate (CESM)

• Simulate hurricanes by embedding a high-resolution numerical hydrology model of the 
Boston region (SLOSH) within a tropical cyclone simulator (CHIPS)

• Estimate the 1/100 year storms by combining the precipitation and storm surge risks 
from both Nor’easters and hurricanes in 2050

2050 Hurricanes' Maximal Storm Surge & Precipitation over Boston 

Method
Question: How will the campus’ pipes flood during the strongest storms in 2050?

• Extract bi-hourly records of the precipitation and storm surge from the top 1% storms
• Using the projected sea level rise and data from a simulation of the Charles River Dam, 

estimate the Charles River basin height during the top 1% storms
• Run a hydrological model of the MIT pipe infrastructure to find the height of flooding at 

each building on campus
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Question: How will the campus flood during the strongest storms in 2050?

• Integrate the flow from MIT campus’s pipes in time to find the volume of floodwater in 
space and time

• Using a simple topographical model, generate the height of floodwater over time across 
the entire campus

• Obtain the height of flooding in time at each building

1/100 Year Hurricane’s Peak Flood Water over MIT campus

ConclusionsDamage and Productivity Loss
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Question: How much damage will the top 1% storm cause in 2050? 

Summary
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Specific Examples

• While facilities are inaccessible
• While replacing equipment

• Laboratory equipment
• Paper and electronic records

• Furniture
• Institute-wide resources

Content Damage
48.4% 

Structural Damage
20.8%

Productivity Loss
30.8%

$ 65.6 million
• Drywall
• Insulation
• Carpet

Total From All Buildings

1. We introduced a new joint precipitation & storm surge statistical framework for both 
Hurricanes and Nor’easters to identify the top 1% design storms. 

2. For each storm, we ran a hydrological model of the flooding on MIT campus and 
estimated the height of floodwater in time at each building.

3. We conducted a cost analysis of the potential damage for the top 1% storms & found 
that the damage from the most expensive storms was concentrated in content loss.

4. We proposed a cost-effective intervention that targeted building content.

Intervention Proposed
MIT could avoid significant content damage by relocating valuable equipment to higher 
floors: Relocating just 10% of resources could avoid more than $ 2 million in damage.

Future Work

1. Adding key physical processes to the Nor’easter risk analysis (e.g. rain on snow & 
spatial variability of precipitation)

2. Creating a more detailed hydrology simulation of campus flooding from Nor’easters
3. Conduction an economic analysis incorporating the annual risk increase to find the 

optimal intervention time
4. Developing a physical model of Nor’easter precipitation to improve statistics

pipes

Design storm


